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Nose gear doors actuator bracket assembly refurbish
Here are a few thoughts to consider if you are having a problem with the nose gear doors
retracting properly on your 400; functionally this will apply to the 260C also.
1)
One issue that will affect the doors closure is the shim between the clevis and the
left rear drag link. Removing a shim will further retract the nose gear and thus pull the
doors farther up. Adding a shim will conversely lessen the retraction of the nose gear
into the wheel well. Note this section in the service manual 6-56, C which covers this
adjustment. Three shims maximum, no mention of minimum shim requirement; one could
assume therefore zero shim is allowable. See Figure17, #21 in the parts catalog; and
Figure 17 inset on page 4 of this document. If you change the shims you must redo the nose
gear retraction push-pull rod preload adjustment.; a somewhat lengthy process.
2)
The nose gear door actuator bracket assembly, #11 below, originally had a rubber
plate and rub strip attached which contacts the strut tube as the gear is retracted – see
the photo of the original on page 3. The gear retracting action causes the #11 actuator to
pivot, pulling on the rods which are attached to the door brackets, and the doors are
thusly pulled closed. If this bracket assembly is dimensionally compromised, gaining
complete door closure with preload as specified in the service manual can be impossible. An
engine oil leak or oil changes dripping onto the rubber shoe will deteriorate the rubber;
likewise age and elevated temperature. Both of these conditions are contributing factors.
In trying to diagnose this problem it would at first appear that the rods #17 are too long.
However if you attempt to shorten or bend the rods to accommodate, then the doors will
be too close to the gear fork when the gear is in the extended position, and the doors may
rub on the fork during retraction. If you expand your diagnostics a bit, there are other
factors to consider. Piper did a fine job of engineering this system 45 years ago and when
all is right it works the way it was intended. The deteriorated actuator assembly can be
restored to its original dimensional integrity and things should again be normal.
The [serviceable] aluminum casting is paint stripped, glass bead blasted, cleaned and
Alodine® treated before application of zinc chromate primer and black epoxy finish. A new
70A durometer hard rubber “shoe” is then fitted, followed by a Teflon® rub strip instead
of the original material. New hardware is used throughout.
The next detail is to similarly treat the #2 door brackets; they are refinished in glossy
white. New phenolic dampener strips are riveted to these brackets after painting. These
dampener strips are supposed to contact the rods when the doors are fully open.
I also provide Cadmium plated door rods #17, complete with new ball joints #18.
The charge for this exchange service is $175.00 including the cadmium plated rods and 4
new ball joints; also includes all new hardware for a good-looking installation.
I have only one “kit” available. I’ll ship it to you; perform the installation and return
yours.
Notes: only straight and original length rods 6.75 inches are acceptable for exchange.
The #2 brackets you return must not have additional holes drilled in an attempt to solve
this problem described above; $20 each bracket; $10 each rod if they are not acceptable.
Keep the old ball joints and hardware. You’ll need to reuse the 2 bushings located at the
AN3 bolt pivots – see the photo on the bottom of page 3.
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If your aircraft has been on its belly or endured other repairs affecting components in this
regime, it is possible that you may need some “adjustments” to regain dimensional integrity
and proper doors operation. Think about it; if the bottom plane of the lower cowl isn’t
where it should be, that will affect the doors closure. I can’t accommodate any
adjustments outside of those mentioned [see #1 above] unless you tell me exactly what you
require.
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New old stock actuator bracket assembly.

Bracket assemblies refurbished; cadmium plated rods and
complete hardware compliment not shown.
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Figure 17, item# 21
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